INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

The use of digital imaging technology has been increasing in a wide variety of applications in recent years. Use for permanently archiving rare specimens or consultations, educational programs, and telepathology have all been reported.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\] Whole slide digital images have the potential to replace glass slides as the predominant viewing modality by the pathologist for diagnostic purposes. This paradigm shift has the potential to impart very important improvements to workflow, cost, accuracy, and overall healthcare outcomes. Whole slide images represent digital reproductions of entire glass slide histopathology preparations, and if captured at high enough resolution by a system that maintains and displays the images with fidelity comparable to light microscopy should perform in an equivalent fashion to routine glass slides. A number of applications using whole slide images in a variety of specimen types have shown comparability of interpretation between whole slide images and glass slides. These include the primary diagnosis, frozen section interpretation, second opinion consultations, and the interpretation of special studies, like immunohistochemistry (IHC).\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\]

Other studies have pointed out important caveats to digital interpretation, which include the need to vet systems for intended use situations. These include the slide scanner, image management systems, as well as the interfaces that pathologists use to review the captured and stored images. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has suggested that such systems require regulation (particularly for primary interpretations), although they have not yet issued guidance in this regard. The College of American Pathologists convened a consensus process to evaluate the procedures that should be followed in the validation of this technology if used for primary interpretations where no glass slide-based routine microscopy is used. The principles of validation include adequate numbers of comparison challenges between the 2 methods with no statistical difference noted in error rates.\[[@ref4]\]

There have been a number of reports comparing the accuracy of the interpretation of immunohistochemical preparations using routine glass slide and digital imaging.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref7]\] Some have indicated that results are comparable between the 2 methods and others have reported differences.

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) IHC is important in assessing who will be responsive to targeted therapy using drugs directed at the epidermal growth factor receptor. As such, an evaluation of HER2 is now a routine part of all breast cancer workups and the reporting of results has become highly systematized due to the need for accurate and reproducible results. Unlike many IHC assays, HER2 requires precise scoring in order to be effective and hence reproducibility studies are necessary to insure safe and effective operation of a digital scoring method. It is estimated that approximately 20% of current manual glass slide-based HER2 interpretation may be inaccurate.\[[@ref8]\] Early studies using digital imaging for the evaluation of selected fields (not whole slide images) with computer-assisted scoring for HER2 assessment showed that use of this technique could improve the concordance (and hence the overall accuracy) between the immunohistochemical HER2 result and the subsequent fluorescence *in situ* hybridization result.\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref9]\] More recent studies have confirmed these results, but have noted that there are caveats related to scanning equipment that do require validation of each system that is intended for clinical use.\[[@ref10]\] The use of whole slide images to assess HER2 IHC has been reported,\[[@ref11]\] and in another study using 3 levels of result (negative \[0--1+\], equivocal \[2+\], and positive \[3+\]), showed substantially equivalent percent agreement (PA) for inter- and intra-observer reproducibility with these figures ranging from 61% to 92%.\[[@ref12]\] To date, several commercial vendors have sought and received FDA clearance for the manual digital interpretation of HER2 via whole slide image review; however the FDA considers prior approvals on different instrumentation to be insufficient to assume equivalence for all systems, and hence each requires its own studies for validation.\[[@ref13][@ref14]\]

The purpose of the present study was to assess the performance of the Philips Digital Pathology Solution™ (Philips Digital Pathology, Best, The Netherlands) in a protocol designed for FDA submission. As a by-product, the data obtained builds on the results from the previously noted studies by assessing the intermethod PA in a variety of settings obtained from routine glass slide and whole slide image interpretations of HER2 IHC in breast cancer cases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

The study was conducted with the approval of the appropriate institutional review boards. There were 5 separate studies conducted to assess the safety and effectiveness of HER2 IHC interpretation by digital pathology methods.

General Methods (Apply to all Studies Below) {#sec2-1}
--------------------------------------------

All IHC slides used in the study were selected from cases of known breast cancer within the Dako (Glostrup, Denmark) tissue bank and were stained with the Dako HercepTest™ as previously described.\[[@ref15]\] Slide sets were constructed to include all score categories with an equal score distribution, as determined by an independent pathologist using optical interpretations, in order to reduce bias toward any particular result type. Training was provided to all participating pathologists with standard sets presented and discussed at a multi-head microscope and via the digital viewing platform. Demonstrated competency with HER2 scoring and with operation of the digital interface was verified prior to study initiation. The pathologists performing the readings were masked to the slide set construction criteria. All digital pathology specimens were generated using the Philips Ultra Fast Scanner \[[Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], stored in the Philips Image Management System, and viewed on the Philips image viewer \[[Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. HER2 slides (both manual glass and manual digital) were scored (0, 1+, 2+, or 3+) according to the HercepTest kit labeling package insert.\[[@ref15]\] No automated image analysis was performed in this protocol. For the purposes of primary comparison, the HerceptTest scores were grouped into negative (0 and 1+) and positive (2+ and 3+) as this would represent a cutoff which would define a tentative positive result requiring further HER2 testing, or a positive result, respectively (binary correlations). In addition, exact trichotomous correlations (3 × 3 correlations) by discrete scoring category (combining 0 and 1+, and leaving 2 + and 3 + uncombined) were collected and are reported, but were not used as part of the acceptance criteria for inter-method equivalence. In addition, for slides that were read multiple times during different phases of the study, the washout time period between reviews was captured and analyzed to see if there was any correlation effect based on the length of the washout period. Because there were pools of cases that had and had not been read multiple times during the course of the study a *post-hoc* analysis was performed in order to determine if there was a difference in the concordance rates between these pools. "Acceptance criteria" mentioned below were adopted in association with US FDA guidance as indicative of study success.

![Images of Philips ultrafast scanner (a) and Philips viewer with human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 immunohistochemistry displayed (b)](JPI-6-22-g001){#F1}

Inter-method Studies (2 Studies) {#sec2-2}
--------------------------------

The primary objective of these studies was to test the hypothesis that there is no difference in manual interpretation of the cases between the glass slide review and digital whole slide image review. In order to meet this goal, in the first study, the binary overall, positive and negative inter-pathologist and inter-method PA needed to be equal or better than the comparable agreements for glass slide review. In the second study, a threshold of \>75% for inter-pathologist binary overall PA and inter-method binary overall, positive and negative PA (PPA and NPA) was required over all slides in the sets. In the first study, 3 pathologists interpreted HER2 IHC cases first by glass slide review in a standard microscope and then by a digital process (195 cases). In the second study, 3 pathologists (same 2 pathologists who participated in study 1 and 1 additional pathologist) interpreted HER2 IHC cases by glass slide and digital methods with the order of first and second method reads determined by randomization (200 cases, of which 73 cases were the same cases as used in study 1 (Note: To prevent recall bias these cases had been re-randomized and re-labeled).

In both studies, there was a minimum of a 7-day washout period between any paired reading. The order of review of the paired cases was randomized for each pathologist. Inter-pathologist agreement was determined for each pair of pathologists for glass slide versus glass slide, glass slide versus digital, and digital versus digital. In both studies, the pathologists were masked to the slide set construction or to any prior results.

Intra-pathologist and Inter-pathologist Studies (2 Studies) {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Two studies, each with one pathologist, interpreted 2 different HER2 immunohistochemical slide sets containing 8 test slides randomly mixed with 12 non test slides which differed per read and were added to diminish bias. The pathologists in each study were masked to the set construction and to any prior results. Each set of 20 slides was interpreted 10 times (5 times each by the glass slide and digital methodology) with the order of cases and the reading method randomized for each set. Intra-pathologist agreement (reproducibility) was determined for each pathologist. Inter-pathologist agreement was determined by comparisons of the interpretation of each pathologist and the prior reads on the same cases in the initial 2 inter-method studies above (*n* = 73). Some, but not all of the slides used in this study were the same cases as had been used previously.

Inter-method Reproducibility Study Using, Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 Control Immunohistochemistry Slides {#sec2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze any possible effect of having run-specific HER2 IHC control tissues to examine in conjunction with assessment of the test slides, an additional study was performed. One pathologist interpreted a set of 53 glass and digital slides randomized from the sets above, with the addition of run-specific immunohistochemical control slides. To prevent recall bias, all slides were relabeled and randomized for order of review. The control slides were reviewed (glass slide or digital as appropriate) in conjunction with each test slide. The pathologist was masked to the set construction or any prior results. This protocol therefore more closely mimicked actual clinical practice for HER2 IHC evaluation. The agreement rate between glass and digital reads was determined. The hypothesis to be tested was that there would be no difference between the scoring of slides with and without the review of control slides for both glass slide and digital reviews.

Statistical Methods {#sec2-5}
-------------------

For inter-method comparisons, statistical analyses were provided overall and per pathologist for a dichotomous categorization of HercepTest™ scores combining 0 and 1+ (negative results) and combining 2 + and 3+ (positive results). For the inter-pathologist analysis, pairwise PA estimates were determined.

For the acceptance criteria evaluation, overall PA estimates for inter-method comparisons were calculated as the average of PA values respectively across all pathologists. 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the overall estimates were calculated by the bootstrap method.

Similarly, for the acceptance criteria evaluation, the overall PA estimate for the inter-pathologists (accuracy) comparisons was calculated as the average of PA values from the 3 pairwise PA values. This estimation will be done separately for the manual digital method and for the manual optical methods. A bootstrap 95% CI was constructed in each case.

For the intra-pathologist studies, comparisons were compiled per method. For the control study, the PA and the corresponding CIs were calculated for manual digital with control slides versus manual digital without control slides, and for manual optical with control slides versus manual optical without control slides. Agreement rates between all paired readings were calculated. The hypothesis in the first study was that the aggregate of concordance between all reads (inter-and intra-pathologist) would be \>80% and that this would constitute substantial equivalency. For the second study, the aggregate of concordance between all reads (inter-pathologist and inter-method) would be \>75%. In addition, an analysis of "outliers" in each of the arms of the studies was performed. An "outlier" is defined as a score result (0--3+) that is different from the median value of the scores of the pathologists over the total set. The hypothesis (acceptance criteria as determined from historical studies used for FDA clearance\[[@ref13][@ref14]\] for the inter-pathologist studies was that digital arm outliers would represent \<20% of cases in the first and second studies. For intra-pathologist studies, the acceptance criteria for digital outliers would be \<10% of cases.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

Inter-method Studies {#sec2-6}
--------------------

In the first study, in which glass slides were always reviewed first followed by the digital slides, 195 matched cases (glass and digital slides) were reviewed, of which 180 had scores for both methods and all three pathologists. The binary agreement rates for pathologist versus pathologist ranged from 88% to 94% (optical), 86--92% (digital), and 81--92% (inter-method) \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. There was no statistical difference in variance between the optical and digital pair agreement rates. Based on the goal of equivalent agreement or better for the digital compared to optical interpretations over the entire set, the criteria for acceptance were met. The overall PA was 87.2%, with the PPA being 94.9%, and the NPA being 81.3% \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. The number of outliers was 14.3% for glass slide review and 15.2% for digital review. The trichotomous (3 × 3) correlations for glass compared to digital ranged from 74.9% to 86.2% (per pathologist, full analysis set per pathologist) and 75.0--86.1% (per pathologist, full analysis set overall). In the second study, in which the order of interpretation was determined by randomization, 200 matched cases (glass and digital slides) were reviewed of which 184 had scores for both methods and all three pathologists. The binary agreement rates for pathologist versus pathologist ranged from 86% to 91% (optical), 78--91% (digital), and 83--92% (inter-method). Based on the goal of \> 75% overall agreement in the entire set, the criteria for acceptance was met. The overall PA was 88.8%, with the PPA being 95.7%, and the NPA being 82.8% \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Outliers comprised 12.0% for glass slide results and 13.4% for digital results. The trichotomous (3 × 3) correlations for glass slide compared to glass slide ranged from 78.3% to 88.6% (full analysis set overall); for digital compared to digital they ranged from 73.4% to 84.8% (full analysis set overall); for glass compared to digital they ranged from 81.1% to 88.0% (per pathologist, full analysis set per pathologist) and 80.4--88.0% (per pathologist, full analysis set overall).

![Binary pathologist agreement rates in inter-method study 1. The percentage agreements are shown with 95% confidence intervals for each of the comparisons](JPI-6-22-g002){#F2}

###### 

The overall PA, the PPA cases and the NPA cases for studies 1 and 2

![](JPI-6-22-g003)

Intra-pathologist Studies {#sec2-7}
-------------------------

In the 2 studies using sets of slides (optical and digital) that were interpreted multiple times by an individual pathologist, the paired agreement rates for intra-pathologist reproducibility were as follows: Study 1 (pathologist a) -- 89% (optical), 95% (digital); study 2 (pathologist b) -- 88% (optical), 93% (digital). The percentages of outliers were 10.8% and 12.5% for the glass slide reviews and 5.1% and 7.5% for the digital reviews in the 2 studies, respectively \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\]. For the inter-pathologist reproducibility portions of these studies, where slides interpreted here were compared against the prior interpretations in the 2 studies above, the PA were as follows: 86 and 88% (optical), and 85 and 87% (digital). In both the intra- and inter-pathologist components of these studies, the criteria for acceptance were met.

###### 

The binary PA from the 2 intra-pathologist studies and the percentage of outliers from each study

![](JPI-6-22-g004)

Control Slide Study {#sec2-8}
-------------------

The overall PA in this study was 88.5% for glass slide review and 94.1% for digital review. The PPA for glass slide and digital reviews were 75.0% and 85.7%, and for NPA were 100.0% and 100.0%, respectively \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}\]. Based on the acceptance criteria, there was no indication of variability between readings when control slides were or were not reviewed as part of the interpretive process.

###### 

The binary PA for cases in which matched control slides were evaluated as a part of the interpretation procedure

![](JPI-6-22-g005)

The Effect of the Washout Period {#sec2-9}
--------------------------------

There was a minimum of a 7-day washout period for all duplicate case reviews, however, the reality of study organization led to longer washout periods in many instances. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} the overall intra-pathologist binary agreement rates did not show any statistically significant differences when measured against washout time periods that ranged from 7 to 51 days.

![The effect of the length of the washout period between readings is illustrated. No statistical differences between the washout period length and the percent agreements were identified](JPI-6-22-g006){#F3}

Concordance Rates for Slide Pools Having Been Read Once or Multiple Times {#sec2-10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the comparison between the binary concordance rates from a common set (which had been read more than once during the study -- 73 cases) and a noncommon set (which had been read only once -- 114 cases). The 95% CIs for PA, PPA, and NPA are overlapping between the prior and current scorings, indicating that there is no statistical difference between the concordance rates between the 2 pools and hence no identifiable effect of multiple versus single reviews. These results argue that there was no recall bias effect in the slides that had been reviewed multiple times during the course of the studies.

###### 

The concordance rate for slides that were read multiple times during the study compared to those that were read a single time. No statistical differences were noted in these 2 slide pools indicating that there was no identifiable recall bias from reading slides multiple times

![](JPI-6-22-g007)

Comment {#sec2-11}
-------

In this report, the results of multiple studies of inter- and intra-observer concordance show that there is no statistical difference between the interpretation of HER2 IHC slides read by the routine glass slides and by digital whole slide imaging (WSI) with the Philips system. In addition, the studies indicate that there was no effect noted when IHC control slides were used or not used as part of the interpretation process, that there was no effect of the length of time of the washout period between readings, and that there was no effect attributable to recall bias on slides that were reviewed multiple times during the study. In these studies, the rate of concordance of readings was determined for glass slide interpretation and the digital interpretation. The rates of agreement between observers reviewing glass slides or digital slides were found to be equivalent for both intra-or inter-method comparisons. Overall, these studies provide substantial evidence that, for the Philips system, the use of digital WSI of HER2 slides for immunohistochemical interpretation is a safe and effective procedure. The results as herein reported led to a US FDA 510K clearance for clinical use of the Philips manual digital HER2 interpretation system (9-19-13).\[[@ref16]\]

The use of WSI for IHC in general and HER2 in particular, is an important potential paradigm shift in the workflow of pathology specimen evaluation. When considering the broad field of IHC, WSI has already been shown to allow the broadest availability of marker types essentially to every pathologist, regardless of the practice environment. A model in which histology blocks are sent to a centralized facility for IHC staining, followed by WSI scanning and digital transmission back to the source pathologist, allows all practitioners the same access to up-to-date panels of markers, centralized consultative expertise, consistently high quality control, large validation sets, and the opportunity to maintain interpretation expertise and control of professional reimbursement. With the need for very high-quality technical standards inherent in quantitative IHC, extending this concept to HER2 testing is only natural. Centralized facilities could perform the technical portion of the assay, and originating sites can interpret WSI of the scanned specimens, and those interpretations could be rereviewed by other pathologists or expert panels for quality assurance. In addition to the quality laboratory standardization achieved, the results of the present study suggest that not only are observers able to accurately score HER2 WSIs, but the data suggest that they may be more consistent in that scoring with WSI than with glass slides. In the 2 intra-observer studies in which a series of slides were read multiple times by both glass slide and digital methods, the digital methods achieved higher (although not statistically different) levels of concordance (pathologist 1--89% vs. 95% and pathologist 2--88% vs. 93%, respectively). Although not studied specifically in this trial, one might speculate that WSI images allow a complete view of the slide at very low magnification, which may allow for a more consistent identification of the best area in which to perform high magnification examination for the final scoring. In addition, the viewing of wider areas at mid or high magnifications allows for a broader view of fields to be scored; this allowing for more consistent and hence improved, overall consistency. Future research might focus on the field selection process and the effects of monitor size and resolution; parameters which may alter the contrast and brightness of the immunohistochemical staining patterns.

These results and accompanying observations may also argue for WSI evaluation of HER2 slides for institutions performing their IHC in-house. Specimens can be easily archived and retrieved for additional or subsequent review. The ability to rapidly rereview a case and compare with a new specimen by pulling from the digital archive is a distinct advantage over glass slides which may be lost, take time to retrieve, or fade with aging. Furthermore, the field upon which the interpretation is made could be marked and stored electronically for subsequent review, a process unlikely to be routinely performed with glass slide analysis. And, digital images can be used for teaching purposes be they local or at a distance.

Because of the need for continuous quality assurance in the HER2 assay it has been suggested that external quality assurance exercises, such as inter-laboratory comparison programs be implemented.\[[@ref17][@ref18][@ref19]\] The use of digital images for such programs would be substantially more efficient than transferring glass slide assets, and hence the importance of studies such as in the present report which shows that interpretations using digital telepathology technology are equivalent to reading local glass slides.

The addition of image analysis could easily be applied to WSI as has been reported for other systems. The use of image analysis combined with WSI-based field selection has the potential to yet further increase the consistency and precision of interpretation.\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref9][@ref10][@ref20][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] WSI-based HER2 image analysis on the system in this report is currently undergoing preliminary testing, but was not included in this trial.

It is important to obtain these types of system "validation" results prior to the marketing of a specific device for digital interpretation of HER2 to insure safety and effectiveness. HER2 evaluations are an important determinant of the potential utility of targeted therapy in breast cancer. The most recent ASCO guidelines (2014) indicate that HER2 should be evaluated on all invasive breast cancers in order to determine the potential effectiveness of targeted therapy with trastuzumab against amplified HER2 receptor.\[[@ref24]\] There is also considerable importance given to reproducibility of results to insure that this expensive therapy is given to those patients who are most likely to benefit from its use. Although multiple prior studies of immunohistochemical stains in general,\[[@ref5][@ref25][@ref26]\] and more specifically HER2 studies have shown substantial agreement between glass slide and digital interpretations,\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref9][@ref11][@ref12][@ref27]\] studies of automated image analysis algorithms on HER2 interpretation comparing different scanning devices and different image analysis algorithms have suggested that there may be differences between the instruments and hence that verification of each individual system\'s performance should be accomplished prior to clinical use.\[[@ref10]\] Individual laboratories that use these FDA cleared devices do not have to repeat the studies presented herein, but do have to perform verification procedures to insure that the device/system is performing at its expected level.

Food and Drug Administration 510k clearance has been previously granted for several HER2 digital whole slide image reading systems.\[[@ref13][@ref14]\] The results of 2 of these studies, both with similar protocols to the present studies, showed essentially equivalent results to those noted herein. In the Aperio study (FDA K071671), trichotomous PA between the methods ranged from 61% to 93%, and for the Olympus study (FDA K111914), trichotomous PA ranged from 79% to 93%. In the present study, the trichotomous PA was 81--88%. 95% CIs for the 3 studies were overlapping. The number of cases with score differences of 2 or greater between the readings were comparable between the Olympus and Philips studies (0 and 1 cases, respectively), and these studies were less than with the Aperio study (6 cases) \[[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

The results of the current studies to similar prior FDA submissions that resulted in clearance. Where the studies were comparable in design there were no statistically significant differences noted

![](JPI-6-22-g008)

The CAP guidelines for validation indicate that washout periods are important to prevent recall bias in primary interpretations.\[[@ref4]\] Washout periods and recall bias were not shown to be of significant influence in the present study. It is unlikely that it would be an issue as it might be for diagnostic surgical pathology specimens. Given that scoring is the main output of this HER2 IHC study, memory of individual fields used for the scoring is unlikely and recollection of how any particular field was scored would be difficult to recall. On the other hand, in surgical pathology diagnostic interpretations, the overall specimen is reviewed and a diagnosis is rendered. For the latter types of studies, it is far more likely that there will be a memory of the final diagnosis for the case. Hence, the present result of no recall effect is not unexpected.

In summary, the results of this study are entirely consistent with the results of similar studies done in support of FDA clearance and as research protocols. The results show that using the Philips system for the manual scoring of digital whole slide images of HER2 IHC is equivalent to manual glass slide HER2 review and scoring. The study also shows that for this type of IHC assay, the interval of the washout period (beyond 7 days) does not alter the results, and that observers did not appear to be biased by having previously reviewed a given slide. Therefore, using the Philips system for the manual HER2 scoring of digital WSI can be considered safe and effective, and the potential benefits of using digital technology for this assessment as described above could be implemented for this method.
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